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Rhodes concedes bond defeat
Editor's note: These were the latest
results available at press time last
night. Check tomorrow's News for
results of other state and local issues
and races.
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)-Gov.
James Rhodes conceded defeat
Tuesday night on his lour-point
economic recovery package, which was
going down at the polls b> margins of
.at least M.
On two of the issues, the early vote
was 4-1 against the proposals.
With 4.409 of 13.06; polling places
reported:
Favot
Oppose
Issue 2
187.953
i»73.379
Issue 3
147.887
'709.935

Issue 4
267,980
594,268
IssueS
156,756
671.367
MOST OF the early reports were
from rural counties. There was little
indication of how Ohk>'s major urban
centers voted.
"The people of Ohio have spoken,
and I will abide by their decision." the
governor told a jammed slaiehouse
news conference.
He thanked the people of the state,
who supported his proposals and said
they deserve credit for having "worked
for the future of Ohio."
The 66-yeat old Republican
governor said me/iy of the state's
social ills remain at d pledged thai his
administration will cintinue efforts to
solve them.
Lt. Gov. Richard C&'este, one of the

issues' chief opponents, issued a
statement calling the election "a clear
victory for common sense."
The issues, in order, are a tax
abatement measure for new industry, a
$1.75 billion bond issue for
transportation projects, a state-assisted

housing program and a S2.75 billion
bond issue for capital improvements
and city aid.
TOGETHER, they compnsed a
package Rhodes billed as a "Blueprint
for Ohio." He argued that it could lead

County rejecting
most state issues
By Gail Harris
and Kevin McCray
At 10 30 p.m. last night, with 40 of
128 Wood County precincts reporting.
Gov. James Rhodes' Blueprint for
Ohio plan was being defeated at the
polls.
Rhodes' economic recovery plan to
ptovide jobs and industrial
development was offered to voters in
four issues.
Issue Two provides for industrial
tax inceniives. The slate's public
polic> would he lo "encourage and
assist'' in construction and
modernization of industrial plants.
The 40 piecincls reported 1293 voters

Weather
Parti) cloudy and a little warmer
today with a chance of afternoon
showers. High in the upper 60s
and low 70s. Variable cloudiness
with a chance of showers and
continued mild tonight and
tomorrow. Low tonight 50 to 55.
High tomorrow in the 70s.
Probability of rain 30 per cent
today and tonight.

in favor of the proposal, while 5S'»,s
were opposed.
Issue Three provide S1.75 billion in
bonds and notes for highway and
transportation development.
Nine-tenths of one cent per gallon lax
would be added lo gasoline prices In
favor of the proposal were 808 voters
with 62""2 opposed.
ISSUE FOUR concerns financial aid
for housing and health facilities. In
favor were 2515 voters with 48"
opposed.
Issue Five provides lor the issuance
of bonds and notes totaling $2.75
billion for energy, heart and cancel
facilities An additional seven-tenths of
one per ceni sales and use tax would
provide these funds. In favor were
1286 voters with 5939 opposed.
Five oilier state issues were ottered
to voters yesterday.
Issue One-Recreational land tax
break; favor 2602. oppose: 4523.
Issue Six-Ballot rotation; favoi:
4739, oppose: 2236.
Issue SMen—Ellmimtion of
bedslicel ballot; favor: 4500. oppose:
2411.
Issue Fight -Financing rail sysicms.
favor: 2095, oppose: 4726.
Issue Nine-legalizing charily bingo;
favor 3590. oppose 3447.

Ohio out of recession and loward
economic prosperity.
Opponents aigued
ils
something-for-cveiyonc philosophy
was mMnt lo pay campaign promises
ralhcr than cure the economy. They
said the program was ill-conceived and
fiscally unsound, dubbing ii a
"blueprint foi disaster."
Secretary of Slate Ted Brown
predicted that 3.1 million Ohio.mv '0
per cent of the stale's eligible voters,
would call ballots on the program,
which has dominated public
duscussion during the lasi six weeks.
Final results were expected about
mid-morning Wednesday. Two of
Ohio's major industrial counties still
use papei ballots, and counting was
expected to continue ihcre mini as
late as 4 a.m.
Senate Majority leader Olivei
Ocasek (l)-Akron) praised the people
of Ohio for Iheir apparent rejection of

Beth Rooney. sophomore I A&S), receives voting materials at the
Precinct l-C polls, the voting place of many University students.
(Newsphotn by Lance Wynn)

Shoplifting seen as
significant problem
By Patricia Sinn
Staff Reporter
Shoplifting. It's a crime resulting in
the loss of thousands of dollars each
year to local merchants, and it's part
of the reason for high consumer prices.
The problem is a very real one for city
and University merchants.
Lt. Matt Un.hu of die Bowling
Green Police Department said
shoplifting is "probably one of our
major areas of concern in the
community."
A person does not have to leave the
premises of a store to be apprehended.
If someone has concealed goods and
ignores the checkout counters, lie can
be arrested. Lt. Brichta said.
"PENALTIES are generally
stringent," Lt. Brichta said. Most
adults are given mandatory three-day
jail sentences and a fine often is
included.
The amount of the fine depends on
the value of the merchandise taken
and on the circumstances surrounding
[he arrest. Juveniles, who present a
major problem for merchants, may
receive probation from a juvenile
court, he said.
Lt. Brichta said variety and discount
stores are the businesses which are
most often troubled by shoplifters.
Supermarkets are next, with frequent
thefts of small canned goods,
cigarettes and wines.
Merchants and police agree that the
holiday season is always the time of
, year when most shoplifting occurs. Lt.
Brichta said during the holiday season
the police try to have "uniformed
personnel available in the central
business district."
4 But he stressed that the ultimate
responsibility lies with the merchants.

They should arrange their inventories
so that all items are within sight ol
clerks and make clerks aware of
common tricks shoplifters use.
Charles Adams, manager of F.W.
WiHilwotth. 154-162 S. Main St., said
shoplifting occurs in his store and that
how to deal with it is the "$64,000
question." He would not give specific
loss figures due to shoplifting, but
admitted that there is a huge problem.
HE SAID the best way of solving
the problem is with "constant
vigilance and good service."
Woolworlh's is not equipped with
hidden cameras or mitrors.
E.T. Beauchamp. manager of J.C.
Penney Co., 136 S. Main St., said he
had no idea of the amount taken from
his store annually, but that "it doesn't
seem lo be that major a problem."
"Some juveniles try to steal just to
see if they can do it." he said. "So
many times when you catch people
they have the money, but they just do
it (steal) for their personal satisfaction.
"Young people don't realize what
they're doing," he said. "If they get a
police record, it can stay with them
the rest of their lives."
Itma Moench, manager of
Metamorphasis. 146 N. Main St., said
that since reopening in September, the
store has had little trouble with
shoplifting.
"When we carried clothing upstairs,
we had some problems. People would
wait until you're busy, then they'd
take something. It's getting harder
now because things are in glass cases.
"We've had things taken, but we try
to stop people before they get out the
door and slap their wrists."
She said they never have prosecuted
anyone for shoplifting, but if anyone
is caught, he is asked not to enter the

store again. During the Christmas
season, there will be more people
working, she said, just walking through
the store to observe and straighten
things up.
The Little Shop in the Union has
serious problems with theft, according
to saleswoman Barbara Farison. "It's
hard to watch as many people as come
in here," she said. The Little Shop
recently has placed its jewelry in a
glass case to prevent theft.
SHE SAID that during the holiday
season, the staff would work longer
hours to avoid thefts. If anyone is
caught, she said, he probably will be
prosecuted.
The University Bookstore also has
problems with theft. "We suspect
when we find open packages of
merchandise." said Paul Shepherd,
bookstore manager.
Students who are caught are turned
over to the University Police, then
taken to municipal court for trial.
Shepherd said several students have
been apprehended during the last few
years.
'There doesn't seem to be any
rhyme or reason to shoplifting," he
I ud. One of their worst problems is
with students who take books from
the bookstalls whiie others are in the
store buying books. He recommended
that students us? th; coin-operated
lockers provided by the bookstore to
avoid losses.
Lt. Dean Gerken of the University
Police said that thefts valued at less
than $150 are considered petty thefts.
Thefts of goods valued at more than
$150 are termed grand larceny. He
said that students caught for
shoplifting are treated in municipal
court just as if they were caught
downtown.

over federal aid 10 New York City
were said to have been a factor, bui his
discontent reportedly was broader,
stemming from the belief thai Ins role
was being downgiadcd and his views
discounted.
From Rockefeller himself there
was no word of explanation. He met
with Presidenl Ford and Republican
congressional leaders al llieii weekly
conference, but his political decision
was not discussed.
"HE GAVE every Indication of
being a member of the team and
supporting the President fully.'' Sen
Robert Griffin of Michigan, the
deputy Republican leader, said after
the White House meeting
"Some have suggested that he rr lithe decision because of differences
with the President, and I find no
reason to question what ihe vice
president and President have said."
Griffin said.
But what they have said does not
include an explanation for the
Rockefeller move.
A spokesman said the vice
presidenl was standing on the letter he
hand-delivered to Ford on Monday,
which said he did not want his name

Under age

THE SENATE leader said he plans
lo hold a news conference in
Columbus on Thursday lo talk about
possible alternatives to the Rhodes
program.
"The price was loo high and
program loo ambitious,'' said Warren
Smith, secretary-treasurer of the
million-member Ohio AFL-CIO.
The lahoi organization's executive
boaid was opposed lo three ol the
ballot propositions, but endoised the
fourth, which would have set up a
stale housing subsidy program.

Academic competency
of students questioned
By Lorraine Jameson
Asst. Managing Editor

textbook] for college freshman are
written al a II in t Ii grade level.

I'nivcrsily Piovosl Kennelh Rothe
expressed concern over the academic
competency Of University students at
yesterday's Faculty, Senate meeting.
Dr. Rothe said that University
educators dtould ask themselves what
sludenls are able to do .itlei
completing foui years o( college and
numerous
academic quartan anil
courses
Or. Rothe said he is particularly
concerned over many sludenls' lack of
basic communication skills, reflected
by a drop in American College Test
(ACT) scores for incoming freshmen
and the fact dial many college

HE SAID faculty should recognize
the need lo grade ihe content, clarity
and organization of written work.

Rocky move explained
WASHINGTON (API -Vice
President Nelson Rockefeller withdrew
as a candidate for President Ford's
1976 ticket because he fell he was
being shunted out of administration
decision-making and might be dropped
anyhow. Republican sources said
yesterday.
His differences with President Ford

Gov. Rhodes lour part economic
proposals.
The Summit County lawmaker
called llie package "ill conceited and
unhealthy for this state."
Ocaatk said that with the proposals
now pul aside, the legislature and
othei elected slate officials can ' gel
on with the people's business.'.

put into 1976 nee piesiilcnlj.il
ci nsideralion,bui did not say why.
The only elaboration from the
While House came when Presidenl
ford (old his news conference Monday
night llial Rockefeller "has assured me
categorically thai he will support me
ill 1976."
BEYOND THAT. Rockefeller left
his options open, saying nothing aboul
his future political plans.
An aide said Rockefeller would
continue traveling; and speaking for Ihe
adminislration as he has lor months on
a schedule that sometimes pul him on
the road two or ihree tunes a week.
His next irip is scheduled Nov. 10,
for a domestic council conference in
Austin. Tex. the following day.
House Republican Leader John
Rhodes said Rockefeller had acted "as
a really beautiful learn player."
stepping aside to help Ford in his
quest foi ihe 1976 presidential
nomination.
The vice presidenl had been under
steady at lack from Ihe Republican
right, the base from which former
California Gov Ronald Reagan is
launching his challenge lor the GOP
nomination.

According lo his own survey. Dr.
Roihc said sludenls have a "great
untapped resource" of lime, which
could he used for more writing outside
the classroom.
Dr. Rothe also said faculty in
academic departments should try to
formulate standards for competency in
courses and majors and also try to
reach a consensus on Ihe value of
grades.
A giade of "A" should be reserved
for truly exceptional students. Rothe
said, and If a lludenl fails, he should
receive a failing grade.
"If we demand enough of students,
they will produce," he said adding that
earning a four-year degree "should be
like a loiu-niiniile mile, not a breeze
around the track."
ISSUES OF academic competency
are fundamental, he said. "The big fear
I have for Bowling Green isiluiwcwill
lalk llns to death and do nothing
about it."
In other business. Dr. Bernard
Rabin, professor of foundations and
inquiry and chairman of the Senate
Task Force on Contingency Planning,
discussed the work of Ihe committee.
The committee has been charged
with developing plans lo take care of
faculty concerns in case of a slate of
financial exigency, which Dr. Rabin
described as University bankruptcy.
Dr. Rabin said the committee has
been studying ways ol handling severe
cutbacks in University personnel,
budgets and programs in case of
financial hard limes.
Dave Crowl. Student Government
Association (SGA) vice presidenl,
expressed concern over student
dissatisfaction wilh the new academic
calendar recently approved by the
Academic Council.
Crowl said he lias heard that some
commuters ate circulating petitions
expressing their disapproval of the new
calendar.

This elementary school student seems a little depressed knowing
hell have to wait several years before being able to take an active
role in his government by voting in an election. (Newsphoto by
Lance Wynn)

w
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gpiTeRiaLg
room rebate
requires revision
Despite the hesitancy of some University administrators to depart
with much-needed revenue, students who reside in three-man rooms
in Rodgers Quad, Kohl and Prout Halls finally are going to receive a
$50 rebate on their fall quarter room rate.
According to Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost for student affairs,
students in the overcrowded rooms will be receiving their refunds
within two weeks.
The rebate is an adequate attempt by University officials to
appease the complaints of students who are forced to live in
overcrowded rooms.
One problem with the forthcoming repayments is that they do not
extend to the women who arc occupying five-woman rooms in
Founders Quad.
Although the University has decided that the optimal efficiency
level in Founders easily can accommodate five residents, these
women still are sharing only four desks, dressers and closets. Floor
space and square feet are only one way of determining how
comfortable, adequate and conducive to study a room is. Privacy and
the difficulty of settling living arrangements with four other people
also should be considered.
While the 'dca.of a reimbursement is worthwhile, some thoughtful
anticipation this summer possibly could have avoided the entire
situation. Due to the inconvenience of waiting nearly seven weeks for
extra room equipment, the women in Founders, too. should at least
be given a partial refund.

examine calendar
By Bryan Stiefel
205 AEP
Gue> Student Columnist
' On Wednesday Oct. 29, the
Academic'Calendar Committee voted
into effect a new academic calendar
for the upcoming 1976-77 year. It is
my opinion and the consensus of
Student Assembly (SA) that this
proposed schedule is an unsatisfactory
proposal for a multitude of reasons.
Briefly, Student Assembly is an
SGA function designated for the
purpose of representing all the on and
off campus students of BGSU.
On Monday, Oct. 27, a regular
meeting of Student Assembly was
called to discuss and evaluate the
proposed academic calendar of
1976-77.
As a result of our meeting the pros
and cons of three proposed schedules
were discussed so we. Student
Assembly, could present the opinions
of the students to the Academic
Calendar Committee.
Specifically, our findings reveal that
Proposal II was considered the least
acceptable, and this is the very same
proposal trial the Academic Calendar
Committee voted into effect for next
year.
Proposal II designates the starting
date for classes to begin on Monday,

\.. AMP z\m AftMip THIS axmt, pappy, & THE IWfEjesiTys' riosr
INtfENlfc 'kAJjWH TO 0VB?qfcwplN£."!

Sept. 13. It was expressed in the
Student Assembly letter to the
Academic Calendar Committee that
starting on a Monday was least
desirable for the following reasons.
First, it doesn't give the student,
especially incoming freshmen, the
chance needed to adjust themselves in
their surroundings, both academically
and in their living environment. It
forces students into the role of
"instant student" by requiring them to
adjust to a full week of school rather
than letting them get the feel for
things first. A Wednesday or a
Thursday was considered a more
feasible starting date. It gives the
students the weekend to organize
themselves.

students to forego a long Christmas
break for an early recess date. This is a
major concern of students and one
that I feel needs to be alleviated.
The veterans also stand to lose with
the new schedule. The government is
willing to allocate S270 per month, to
a single veteran and S321 per month
to a veteran with a spouse, who is
attending school.
However, there are stipulations. One
stipulation that affects the veteran
directly states that the veteran will
receive this pension providing his
breaks are 30 days or less.
According to on-campus veterans
representative. Dale Stylinski, the
college veteran stands to lose a
valuable income at a valuable time in

'An issue as important as a-new academic calendar
is a major concern of the students and one that I
feel needs the approval of the student body."
Secondly, Proposal II calls for the
fall quarter testing schedule to run
from Friday, Nov. 19 to Tuesday. Nov
23. Of the three proposals, this one
had the most unfavorable response
among the students.
As far as commencement is
concerned. Proposal II has it scheduled
for the Tuesday, before Thanksgiving.
Nov. 24.
Again this was considered far from
being acceptable, and was related to
the Academic Calendar Committee.
Next, Proposal II schedules a five
week break between fall and winter
quarter. It was felt that this proposal
proved advantageous for the students
who were interested in seeking
Christmas time employment. Yet the
disadvantages seem to outweigh the
advantages.
Specifically, it was pointed out at
the Student Assembly meeting that
the bulk of students' income is made
in the summer and: not at Christmas.
The heavist selling period begins Dec.
I and ends Dec. 24. This is usually the
span of time the stores are willing to
hire temproary student help.
Relating along the same lines it was
felt that the major disadvantage for
students seeking summertime jobs was
the proposed June 9 recess date. There
was a definite willingness expressed by

the year. Under the situation that now
exists the veteran would not be paid
for the five week break, under the
proposed schedule. A married full-time
veteran stands to lose S400 during this
break he said.
Dale Stylinski also lold me that
Bowling Green University, is putting
forth a special request to the Veteran's
Administration- on behalf of the
veterans, in the hopes the
Administration will make an exception
in the case of veterans who attend
Ohio State University this year. As of
now the question remains unanswered
for the Bowling Green veteran.
One of the reasons originally behind
the proposed five week break was the
conservation of energy.
Yet according to Robert McGeein,
coordinator of facilities planning, who
made a presentation to Academic
Council, no appreciable energy saving
would result from the revised calendar.
"I don't think it's going to impact
costs significantly," McGeein said.
According to a BG News article
regarding the five week break,
McGeein said, buildings on campus
must be kept heated during the break
to prevent freezing of water pipes. He
(McGeein) said the cost difference
between heating a building for
occupancy and heating it for safety is

difficult to measure. McGeein added
that University coal consumption fqr
December and January does not"1
reflect the absence of students on
campus. Coal consumption remains
essentially the same whether or not
buildings are in use. Again I question
the reason behind this calendar
schedule.
Since the proposed schedule calls
for the recess of spring quarter oh
June 9 the administration is
confronted with another problem
concerning incoming freshmen.
• ,|
As it stands now pre-reg is going to
have to start June 20 in order fdr
pre-reg to function properly, yet this Is
virtually impossible for the lar|f
percentage of high schools do not end
their terms until the week of June II
Final transcripts are needed for the
verification of incoming freshmen
acceptance. The problem is a chain
reaction if pre-reg can't start June 20
If the Admissions Office runs into,
problems so does the Office of thie
Registrar, followed by the Office qf
the Bursar. The answer to these
questions have not geen given as yet.
Finally, if not most important, the
students have been overlooked.
An issue as improtant as a new
academic calendar is a major concern '
of the students and one I feel needs
the approval of the student body.
Change for the sake of change does'
not accomplish anything. And that is
apparently what is happening in my
eyes.
Student Assembly is determined to
voice the students' opinion in the form
of petitions against Proposal II.
Commuter Center is playing an
active role in obtaining signatures.
Petitions soon will be available in the
Commuter Center and they also will
be circulating in the various dorms. ■
fraternities and sororities. Hopefully,
you as a student will be willing to
express yourself in this matter.
Last, but not least, there will be a
meeting regarding the questions of this
proposed and passed issue from 1:30-3
p.m„ Thursday Nov. 6 on the ninth
floor of die Administration Bldg.
The discussion will be headed by
both Dr. Kenneth Rothe, provost, and
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost for
student affairs. I encourage interested
students to attend.

election primaries

Lerrers
justice?

Throughout the past few weeks, the
men of Rodgers have been subjected
to disturbances by the v.nous greek
organizations. During lite evening
hours, we have been serenaded by
females in evening gowns.
On one such night, in fact these
ladies took it upon themselves to bum
a bonfire in the middle of Rodgers'
Quad. A fnend and I both called in
complaints to the University Police
requesting action. My friend was told
that this was an "annual event."
What constitutes an annual event?
If, indeed, this was an annual event.
are we guaranteed that it will not
happen again next year, and not next
quarter? or next week? How does a
student go about registering an annual
event: Are dorms allowed to stage
illegal annual events?
The University Police is quick to act
on "disturbances of the peace" by
dorm residents, yet the same actions
by greeks are called "annual events."
Is there justice in this policy?
Bill Lammers
275 Rodgers

regulations
I appreciate the concerns of Thomas
Hudson and Elnor Stubbs regarding
smoking in classrooms, and would like
to inform them and the rest of our
friends that there is a way to solve the
problem - enforce the University
regulations.
The faculty handbook, a copy of
which is in every faculty member's
files, makes the following statement
about smoking:
In academic buildings, smoking is
permitted in offices and in other areas
where ash receptacles are provided.
The following regulations, however,
adopted by the Board of Trustees May
9, 1959, apply particularly to
classrooms:
THERE SHALL be no smoking in
any classroom, laboratory, or other
instructional room in any University
building at any time. All persons
entering any classroom building or the

Library shall confine their smoking 10
the areas in the respective buildings in
which smoking is permitted as clearly
indicated by official University signs
posted in the buildings and shall
refrain from smoking in all other areas
of such building."
■
I think the statement covers the
needs of non-smokers very well, and
all we need to do is ask faculty to
remind their classes of the rule - and
then enforce it.
The air belongs to all of us. let's
keep it clean and useable.
Joyce Slatz
Computer Science

inconveniences
We're writing this letter in protest
of the situation concerning the Miami
Marching Band Saturday (Oct. 25) in
Prout Cafeteria resulting in the
inconvenience of many Prout
residents.
The University wanted to show
hospitality by giving the band a free
lunch and dinner and Prout cafeteria
was chosen to feed them. We don't see
the prudence of putting 180 students
into the smallest cafeteria on campus
at one time while ignoring the
residents who wanted service.
Prout has one hot line and a seating
capacity of approximately 300. To
add to the problem the band members
were catered to. giving them exclusive
rights to the hot line. Prout residents
had to inconveniently wait and many
wanting to attend the game had to go
somewhere else or do without.
DINNER WAS even worse. The
band was 25 minutes late, throwing

everything off schedule and they came
through in casual dress making it hard
to distinguish who was a Miami
student requiring a special meal and
who was a BG student.
If BG thought it was necessary to
give these people special service fine,
but they should have been catered to
properly in the Grand Ballroom before
the Alumni Breaklast.
Prout cafeteria doesn't have the
facilities to cater to both special
groups and Prout residents. You can't
do justice to either catering and
serving the public when the two are
combined.
Will the University learn'' No. Mr.
Stoner and Mrs. Eschcdor approved
Miami's band eating in Prout knowing
the limitations the cafeteria had and
they did it again this weekend when
210 members of Ball State's Marching
Band came through Prout's serving
line.
Why can't the Nest handle these
people? The Nest did very little
business that Saturday and they could
have accomodated them much easier
than Prout. Mr. Stoner will pay the
consequences when Prout residents
find out they got second billing again.
Jeff Gibson
Jeff Meesc
318 Prout
Mark DeWald
320 Prout
Florence Johnson
219 Prout
Gail Marchand
Janet MacPherson
216 Prout
I .mi i Madson
Denise Gadd
218 Prout

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
'Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editor lal
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 108
University Hall.'

WASHINGTON-Those who believe
that the American way of life is
divinely inspired must somehow make
an exception for presidential
primaries. Surely they are the work of
the devil.
By whose imprimatur is it decreed
that New Hampshire, come February
24, shall instruct the rest of the
country as to who may be properly
considered for the presidency in
November'.'
By what writ is Florida granted the
authority, come March 9, to be the
first Southern state entitled to second
guess New Hampshire?
By which rule of logic is a
presidential candidate entitled to enter
one state's primary and to scorn
another's? Or to run in all of the 30
scheduled primaries-or none?

J. F.
terHorst

ffl

THE ANSWER, it seems to me, is
self-evident. State presidential
primaries, perhaps the most important
part of the presidential selection
process next year, resemble something
concocted by a mad hatter.
A state may hold a primary if it
wishes, or forego the pleasure. The
rules and the dates may vary from
state to state-and do. The option of
running, by and large, is up to each
candidate.
Yet, somehow, out of this chaos
America's voters in the primaries will
be expected to make major decisions
on whom the Republicans and
Democrats nominate at their national
conventions in the summer of 1976.
New Hampshire is a classic example.
At this writing, seven of the
Democratic aspirants will be in the
field, vying for 17 delegate votes at the
convention.
The number, obviously, is not
important: Iowa, one of the
non-primary states, will have 47
delegate votes.

quietly slipping down to Puerto Rico
and collecting the pledge of its 22
Democratic convention votes.
TWO ELECTIONS ago there were
17 of them, and they elected
approximately 40 per cent of the
delegates to both party conventions.
Next year, there will be at least 30.
and nearly 75 per cent of the delegates
to the nominating conventions will be
chosen by the primary process.
To illustrate what's happening, the
rules of delegate apportionment for
the Democrats are such that a majority
of the convention vote~54 per
cent-will be cast by the ten most
populous states.
Under the Republican formula for
1976, the ten biggest states will have
44 per cent of their convention vote.
And each of these ten
states-<California, Florida, Illinois,
Massachusetts. Michigan, New Jersey.
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Texas-is staging a presidential primary
next year.
It's possible, although not likely,
that some Democratic candidate could
win all ten of these big state primaries
and have the nomination clinched
before the convention actually begins.
It's entirely possible that President
Ford or Ronald Reagan could sweep
the GOP primaries in these states and
thus be assured of an easy first-ballot
nomination at the Kansas City
convention.

WHAT COUNTS in New Hampshire
is pure psychology. Somehow, the
winner of that primary is deemed to
have a big jump on the others.
For reasons that defy logic, a
victory in New Hampshire is supposed
to give a candidate a greater appeal in
Texas, and New York and California
and everywhere.
But, at this writing, Senator Henry
Jackson and Governor George Wallace
won't be in the New Hampshire race.
So how valid will the test be?
Just to underiine the invalidity of
the mathematics, Jackson got himself
some insurance the other day by

AND YET IT is the convention,
duly constituted as representing the
entire spectrum of each party, that is
supposed to award the nomination,
not a crazy patchwork of individual
state primaries.
Until 1972, a candidate's success in
die primaries was not a guarantee of
winning a major party nomination.
The principal value of primaries in
the past has been to eliminate
candidates. That, of course, will also
happen again next year. But, for the
first time, the sheer number of
primaries has the potential of actually
picking the nominees.

This prospect suggests that the time
has come to seriously consider the
merits of scrapping all primaries,
instituting a national primary, or
having the parties devise a model
primary law that would have to be
followed by every state that prefers to
select its national convention delegates
by the primary process.
Another proposal is the creation of
a few regional primaries covering all 50
states.
THERE IS NO shortage of ideas for
primary reform. Presidents, members
of Congress and political scientists
have been offering improvements for
more than half a century. It's like the
weather-everybody talks about it but
nobody does anything.
But, unlike the weather, it is
possible to do something about the
primary mess-if not by 1976, then at
least by 1980, when it will certainly be
worse than now.
America makes no decision more
important than selecting a president.
We should not entrust it to the whims
of New Hampshire or a handful of big
states-and least of all to a blind faith
that a guardian angel will somehow
save us from our folly.
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local briefs
Reading
Christopher Davis will present a reading at 9:15
tonight in the Commuter Center Lounge. All persons
interested are invited to attend. The reading is
sponsored by the University Creative Writing Program.

Lecture
Dt. Charles Chittle, associate professor of economics,
will speak at 3 p.m. today in 121 Hayes Hall as part of
the Economic Colloquium Series. His topic will be "A
Pathbreaking Road to Economic Progress - The
Yugoslav Experience." All interested persons are invited
to attend.

Public concert
The University Chamber Orchestra with Richard
Cioffari conducting will present its first public concert
of the season at 8 tonight in the Recital Hall, Musical
Arts Bldg
Virginia Marks will be featured as piano soloist.

The orchestra will open the concert with Rossini's
"Overture to L'ltaliana in Algeri. Also included in the
program are compositions by Saim-Saens and
Beethoven.

Police beat
University Police arrested five juveniles Monday in
connection with a series of breakings and enterings and
related thefts.
The youths, who are charged with involvement in over
20 purse snatchings and vending machine robberies, will
be arraigned in Wood County Juvenile Center at a later
date.

Symposium
Jeanne Feightner, vice president of Sears and
Roebuck Co.'s national personnel department, will open
a Bicentennial symposium on "Women's Roles in
America's Future" with a talk at 2 p.m. today in the
Dogwood Suite. Union.

Meetings
The Residence Hall Association, recently renamed the
Residence Life Association, will hold its meetings
bi-weekly starting Nov. 18. All meetings are at 4 p.m.
Siudents should check the Green Sheet for the location
of each meeting.

New vehicles sought S wingathon to raise cash
for Cancer Society fund

Several ordinances were
passed by City Council
authorizing the municipal
administrator to advertise for
bids for the purchase of
eight new city vehicles.
The vehicles include an
ambulance, a police van and
six police cars.
Councilman Waneta
Rodeheffer said she was not
in favor of buying new
vehicles but added that she
was not opposed to trading
in old models for newer
ones.
Municipal Administrator
Wesley Hoffman assured
council that the proposed
vehicles will replace existing
city equipment, not add to
the city's fleet.

Church Street parking lot
project almost is completed.
He said the proposed traffic
light at South Main Street
and Gypsy Lane will be
installed sometime next
year. The city has been
having problems receiving
federal funding for the
signal, since the traffic
count in the area is below
the minimum number to be
eligible for federal funds.
Hoffman responded to a
question concerning
improvements to Haskins
mini-park by saying the city
has picked up leaves and
planted grass seed.
"If the weather is good
for a while longer the seed
will take hold, but if the
weather's bad. we'll only
lose the cost of the seed."
he said.

HE ALSO SAID the
proposed police cars will be
purchased one at a time
when needed, adding. "This
isn't a fleet purchase. They
were put on one ordinance
instead of on a series of
them to save time."
In his report to council.
Hoffman said the South

A COUNCIL member
suggested that the city
remove piles of dirt around
tree trunks in the park
because this can kill trees
Hoffman said the dirt will
be removed.
Bruce Bellard, council
president, said at Monday
night's meeting that ■

By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

committee composed of
himself and councilmen
Charles Barrell and Waneta
Rodeheffer will work to
make up an agenda for
future council meetings.

Pjnhellenic Council and Interfraternity
Council, along with Harsliman Quad and
Offcnhauer East and West, are sponsoring
a swingathon to raise money for the
American Cancer Society.
The swingathon will run continuously
for 48 hours, going from noon Thursday
until noon Saturday.
There will be four persons swinging at
all times. The swingers will be
representatives from each of the groups
involved. They will be swinging in the
union oval.
Swingathon leaders said they have set

Council approved a
resolution urging Congress
to continue federal general
revenue sharing for cities.
Bowling Green has provided
citizens with many capital
improvements during the
last four years with the aid
of the sharing funds.
AN ORDINANCE was
passed providing that
full-time city employes be
grained not more than three
days per year to attend
and/or arrange for the
funeral of an immediate
family member.
Two ordinances
unanimously were okayed
authorizing the board of
public utilities to enter into
contracts without bidding.
The ordinances were passed
because two problems
concerning the city's water
and electric departments
must be corrected
immediately.

Angela Davis hired
to teach at college
CLAREMONT. Calif.
( AP) - Con trove rsial
communist, feminist and
black militant Angela Davis
resumes her career as college
teacher this week, and the
college that hired her is
already sorty about it.

Ne w calendar discussed
At Monday night's meeting of Student Assembly (SA).
an organization which acts as an advisory panel to Student
Government Association (SGA). Kimberly Vivolo, junior
(Ed.), acting chairman of the group, discussed the proposed
University academic calendar changes.
Three proposals were outlined by the Academic Calendar
Committee and Proposal II has been accepted by Academic
Council. Vivolo said. But. she added, the accepted proposal
is the one least approved by the students.
Proposal II calls for a five-week vacation period
beginning at Thanksgiving and ending shortly after Jan. 1
The intended purpose of this calendar Is to reduce energy
consumption in December, according to arguments hy
Academic Council members.
But Vivolo said proposal II does noi save energy because
heat must remain on to prevent pipes from freezing in
University buildings during breaks.
THE PROPOSED calendar also does not allow for an
introduction to the campus for new students or for
scheduling changes. Vivolo said. Points in favor of the
calendar change have not been given, she added.
A meeting to discuss the academic calendar is scheduled

no goals concerning money because of
the number of students involved.
Representatives from each group
involved will ask students from their
living units to pledge money to the
swingathon. while Panhel is asking local
businesses to sponsor the event.
Donations also can be made during the
event.
Panhel, which is in charge of the
swingathon, is hopeful that this event will
help to gel greeks and independents
together, according to a Panhel
spokesman.

with Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost for student affairs,
and Dr. Kenneth Rothc, University provost for 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 12 in the Tail Room, Union.
Vivolo said she encourages studenls to attend this
meeting and voice their opinions while a chance of changing
the academic calendar still is open to them.
Student Assembly is circulating a petition to oppose the
change in the academic calendar as proposed by the
Academic Council. The petition expresses the opinion lhal
viable options are available for calendar changes. Proposals I
and III still arc open for approval, Vivolo added.
SA REPRESENTATIVES also were informed of the
details of two proposed amendments to the SGA
constitution. One amendment concerns the designation of
election dates for SGA officers and senators, while the
other changes the number of SGA senators lo 13 from
eight.
Vivolo added that SGA meetings are at '' each
Wednesday night in the Student Court Room, Student
Services Bldg. and that Student Assembly meets in the same
room at 7 each Monday night. Students are welcomed at
both meetings.

The man who offered her
the job at exclusive-and
conservative--Clare mom
Colleges has been tued.
Some officials say he may
have hired Davis to
embarrass Clareiuont.
Claremont's governing
body voted to withdraw the
job offer, but Davis had
already signed the contract.
SHE WAS not available
for comment yesterday.
The announcement that
she would leach a series of
weekend classes on "Black
Women and the
Development of the Black
Community" has brouglu
threats from alumni and
donors warning that
endowments for the
half-dozen small, private
and very expensive colleges
30 miles east of los Angeles
might be canceled.
Davis, 31, was acquitted
in 1972 of charges of
murder and kidnaping
stemming from an abortive
attempt to free prisoners at
the Marin County
courthouse.
A judge and three other
persons were killed.
She was fired as an

PIZZA

History Department
532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Special and New Offerings,
Winter 1976
153 MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY THROUGH THE USE OF FiLMS.v<iiA survey of major
themes in Modern European History using classic films and readings. Themes
to be discussed Include: The Crowd In History, The Human Cost of Industrialism,
Propaganda and the Totalitarian State, and The Rise of the Third World. Films
to be screened include: La Marseillaise, A Nous la Libert^, Potemkin, The
Organizer, and Triumph of the Will. Welnberg. 1-3 MW.

352-3551
FREE DELIVERY

LUNCH SPECIALS

SUB A TOSSED SALAD '1.59
ALSO FEATURING PIZZA BY THE SLICE '.45
MONDAY - SATURDAY

320 SOCIAL HISTORY OF AMERICAN MEDICINE. (4) The origins of scientific
medicine to 1900; the "regular" medical profession; the rebellion of the
"irregulars"; medical sects; the emergence of scientific medicine. Acceleration of medical research; findings and applications In the areas of disease,
surgery, and mental health; the delivery of medical care. Friedman and
Sternsher. 7:30-9:30 p.m. TR.

391 THE BIBLE AS HISTORY, (h) An examination of major problems relating
to the text, content, and context of the Old and New Testaments as historical
documents in light of modern Biblical scholarship. Daly. 7:30-9:30 p.m. MW.

NOTE: The 300-nurabered History offerings are self-contained courses
designed to serve the programmatic needs and intellectual interests of
undergraduate non-majors as well as majors and, as such, these courses are
tailored, in operation and objectives, more to the exposition of general
content and concepts than to the acquisition of specific professional skills.
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391 AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY. (4) Traces three centuries of
changing American attitudes and actions toward the natural environment, with
an emphasis on the rise of the conservation movement and the development of
an ecological perspective. Danziger. 1 MTRF.

391 ENGLISH ORIGINS OF AMERICAN LAW. (4) A survey of medieval and early
modern English history, focusing on the origin and growth of legal and constitutional doctrines, institutions, and procedures important to an understanding
of the American legal system. Knox. 1 MTRF.

NOON - 3 PM

PINE IN OR CARRY OUT

325 BUSINESS HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. («) Describes the commercial
structure of the American colonies (1620-1775) and the Federalist Party
program (1790-1800) which encouraged Americans to become entrepreneurs. The
politics of the Jacksonian period (K-25-1860) are examined to see how they
aided railroad construction, the formation of bank credit, factory construction; and following the Civil War (1865-1900) how the national government
encouraged the consolidation of heavy Industries (oil and steel) In order to
create a national market. The role of regulatory agencies are examined in
the twentieth century, and how multi-national corporations, after WWII,
helped create economic Interdependence anong industrial nations. Seavoy.
12 MTRF.

391 HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY. (4) The course will treat the shifting
functions of the family from the Colonial Period to the twentieth century.
It will examine changes in the Internal structure of the family, the way In
which inheritance patterns and paternal authority affected and were affected
by economic, political, and social forces; the relationship between family
and community; the differentiation of sex roles; and the role of the family
In socialization of the young. The interdisciplinary nature of the course
will make It useful to those interested In sociology, psychology, and health
sciences as well as history. Shlfflett. 10-12 MW.

assistant professor of
philosophy at UCLA in
llol because of her
communist affiliation.
Lengthy court battles to
retain her position were
fruitless and she has not
held a teaching position
since.
SHE WAS hired at
Claremonl by James
Garten, who was fired last
spring as director of the
Black Studies Center at the
colleges. School officials say
he was not fired because he
liad offered Davis the job.
but because of his alleged
participation in a sit-in
protesting cuts in the black
studies budget.
Joseph Plan, president of
Harvey Mudd College of the
Claremont system and
chairman of the Council of
Presidents, said some
officials question Garrett's
reason for hiring Davis.
"The thought has crossed
my mind that the intention
may have been to embarrass
us." he said.
GARRETT, however,
denies any such motive and
said Davis had applied for
the job after it was
advertised in trade joun
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Sister George' offers black comedy
Preview By
Judy Schide
"The Killing of Sister George," a black comedy and
psychological drama about a suddenly unemployed
television star, will be presented at 8 tonight and each
night through Saturday in Joe E. BrownTheatre. University
Hall.
June Buckridge is the 45-year-old headstrong actress who
for seven years has played the part of Sister George in a
British Broadcasting Co. (BBC) show which depicts
wholesome British values, said Patricia Kclph, a doctoral
candidate in theater and the play's director.
BBC executives believe that times are changing and thai
audiences in the I970"s no longer believe in wholcsomcncss,

Relph said. Deciding that characters in teh show must be
outmoded, BBC eradicates Sister George and Buckridge is
out of a job.
RELPH SAID that the story of a person who begins with
everything and ends up with nothing because of her own
weakness is not new, but the qualities of black comedy and
psychological drama , "Make the play rewarding to watch."
"Black comedy makes you laugh and then makes you
ashamed of your laughter because it is not really funny,"
she added.
'The whole thrust of the drama is bound up in four
eccentric characters. We leam about human behavior from
them. As we watch them go through all of the actions that
they go through in the play, we suddenly see parts of
ourselves," she continued.

Firelands enrollment rises
for freshmen, sophomores
Freshman and sophomore
enrollment is up about $ per
cent this fall at the
University's Firelands
Campus.
Enrollment figures show
that 606 freshmen and
sophomores registered lor
fall classes compared to 590
a year ago.

"I think it's parl 01 a
statewide trend." a
Finland! spokesman Hid
"Most of the schools in
Ohio have reported an
increase and we have a good
diversity of programs. Wc
also increased recruiting
efforts over the summer al
lairs and the iike."
Admissions for winter

quarter almost have reached
an tmounl twice that of last
year's admissions for the
same period.
However, junior, senior
and graduate enrollment has
declined, with 190 this fall
as compared to 336 a year
ago. This reduction partially
has been attributed to the

decline in course offerings.
The Firelands increase is
somewhat smaller than that
at many two-year campuses
around the state. "Our
admissions requirements,
fees and academic rigor are
all higher than those at
many other two-year
colleges," the spokesman
explained.

THE FOUR actresses in the BBC show have submitted
themselves to the experiences that happened in the play so
that they know what the character is feeling at a gut level,"
Relph said. "But they understand their characters so
strongly that unconsciously they begin to take on the
personality of their characters and lose their own
personalities."
Relph added that the play is staged arena-style so that the
audience is close to the action on all four sides.
June Buckridge-played by Tere Holden, a graduate
student-"chomps cigars and swears like a pirate," Relph
said.
Valerie Scragg,
junior, will portray Alice "Childie"
McNaught, "a sweet, kind and good" woman who posesses
no vices. She is the "kind of person that everybody loves,"
Relph said.
MRS. MERCY CROFV played by Carol Cos, junior-is
"a wonderful, sophisticated BBC executive "who helps
decide that 'Sister George' has to go. She's the one that
brings the news to June that it's all over," Relph added.
Madame Xenia, portrayed by Linda Garvey, a graduate
student, is "marvelous, living, warm and pretty zany. She's
a marvelous eccentric. She's full of life and joy. She really
loves celebrities. Deep down in her heart, she's love to be a
celebrity, too. but she's not." Relph concluded.
Ron Hammel, a graduate student, is the technical
designer, while Barb Chuparkoff, senior, is the costume
designer.
British playwright Frank Marcus completed "Sister
George" in 1965. The play ran for about two years in
London and on Broadway during the late I960's.

'The Killing of Sister George." a University dramatic
production which explores the eccentric behavior of
its four main characters, opens tonight in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre.

Council to 'clear channels'
By Beth Haley

said
He is acting
coordinator for the group.
The RAC is advised by
William Lanning.
coordinator of residence
programs. Lanning said he
will serve jn an adviser's
role only, since he believes
the organization should be
run by and for resident
advisers.

senior (Ed.], and an RA in
Offenhauer West.

Clearing the channels of
communication between
University administrators,
tesident advisers (RA) and
students in dormitories is
one goal of the newly
established Resident
Adviser's Council (RAC),
according to Ken Verburg,

"I think thai a group of
RAs represent a link
between students and the
residence programs office.
If something comes up in
the way of student needs
or programs, it can be
related to RAs." Verburg

We have a TRUCKLOAD of
green plants

Both I .iniiini: and
Verburg said they are
stressing the need for
consistency between the
dorm staffs. Lanning said
different policies in each
dorm makes it hard to set
standards.
The council has
scheduled rap sessions with
different campus officials,
including a dinner with
University President llollis
Moore Jr. next week.

DIRECT FROM FLORIDA !
many different sizes of plants to choose from
Large selection of hanging baskets

PICK YOUR DISCOUNT
••I

random drawing of discounts from
10% - 30% off
when you come in
(on green plants only)
sale runs from NOV. 5 to NOV. IS

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
S. COLLEGE A NAPOLEON ROADS
hours 8 ■ 5 M~ SAT.

Phone 3634381

HE SAID he hopes it
will become a socal and
educational association
rathei than just a clearing
house for gripes.

IT HAS met with Derek
Dickinson director of
standards and procedure,
to consider the legal
aspects of an RA's job.
Issues such as House Bill
511 and its coverage of
drug policy have been
discussed.
In the planning stage is a
statewide RA workshop.
Verburg said. "I feel this
could be really valuable
because we will pick up
new ideas on how other
universities and RA
programs are run." he said.
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Congress discusses NY aid
WASHINGTON (AP) Democratic and Republican
congressional leaders issued
conflicting claims yesterday
about the prospects of
enacting legislation to help
ease New York City's fiscal
crisis.
As the debate raged in
Congress, New York faced a
warning from the board
chairman of Consolidated
Edison Co. that the utility
might have to turn off
electricity to city and state
agencies if it is not paid.
House Republican Leader
John Rhodes of Arizona
and Sen. Robert Griffin of
Michigan predicted after a
meeting with President Ford
that only the President's
proposed changes in
bankruptcy laws designed to

smooth the city's financial
problems if it defaults had
any chance of becoming law
before the default deadline.
BUT HOUSE Speaker
Carl Albert (D-Okla.) and
House Banking Committee
Chairman Henry Reuss.
(D-Wis.) said they were just
starting to count votes, but
they thought they had a
chance to win passage
A new set of debts must
be paid on Friday Nov. 14,
and Rhodes told reporters
after the White House
meetings: "We need to pass
the President's bankruptcy
act if we want to avert a
really chaotic situation."
"As far as a New York
City default is concerned, it
has become apparent that

there really isn't a chance
that any of the legislation
being considered can
become law before the city
defaults except th.bankruptcy bill," Rhodes
said.
ALBERT SAID at a news
conference that the House
would begin debate Tuesday
on a bill approved Monday
by the House Banking
Committee to offer up to
$7 billion in federal
guarantees of loans to New
York City.
The Senate Banking
Committee approved a
similar bill offering S4
billion in guarantees and
Senate leaders hoped to
bring it to the floor by the
end of the week.

The warning from Con
Ed Chairman Charles Luce
came in a telegram to
President Ford asking that
the President reconsider his
opposition to a'd for the
city.
Luce said the city's
managers could reorganize
it's finances faster than a
federal bankruptcy referee
and warned of the wide
effect on other areas of a
default by New York.
"We should not be placed
in a position where our
choices are either to
disconnect essential utility
service to the city or state,
or to withhold paying a
large part of the taxes we
now annually pay the city
and state or to ourselves slip
into insolvency.

"IT IS CLEAR Con
Edison could not survive for
long if it continued to serve
a bankrupt city, and
continued to pay taxes, but
was not itself paid by the
city or the referee in
bankruptcy." he said.
Federal Reserve
Chairman Arthur Bums told
the Senate Banking
Committee, meanwhile, that
the measure to assist New
York was an excellent bill
but was not needed.
,
He also suggested that
New York State would be
better off if the city
defaulted because it could
then turn its attention to its
own problems by enacting
higher taxes and taking
other steps.

Normalcy urged in Beirut

Cease-fire continues

Dangling

Window washing is a vertical sport, as these two workmen found
out. Despite the threat of rain, howevci. the windows received
their shine. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP)
- Army troops under police
command moved into
downtown Beirut yesterday
to enforce a shaky cease-fire
in Lebanon's civil war.
In the hotel district,
sniper fire died away and
most Moslem and Christian
militiamen withdrew from
gun positions.
Premier Rashid Karami.
for the second day in a row,
called on all government
employes to return to work
after three weeks of idleness
forced by the bloody street
battles.
"What I fear most is that
some of you have become
used to a life of laziness,"
Karami said in a radio
address. "In order to prove
the contrary, it is imperative
that you come to work
early Wednesday."

KARAMI ALSO called
on merchants and bankers
to reopen for business The
Beirut merchants'
association and financial
circles expressed doubt
many establishments would
dare resume work before
the end of the week.
The downtown area was
nearly deserted, though
many of the unmanned
barriers were still in place.
Interior Minister Camillc
Chamoun sent in the
estimated .'00 army troops
to bolster confidence that
the 12th cease-fire would
hold.
The troops were on
mixed patrols with
para-military security
forces.
The army troops weie
placed under police
command as an apparent

Money growth policies to remain
WASHINGTON (AP) Federal Reserve Chairman
Arthur Burns told Congress
yesterday that the board
will follow the same money
growth policies it has
pursued in recent months
despite pressures for
expansion.
Bums said the same
money growth target of 5 to
7.S per cent annually that
he announced last May will
continue to be the board's

target for the next \2
months.
Anything higher than
that. Burns told the Senate
Banking Committee, could
help to set off a new round
of inflation. He called it
"the only responsible
option."
THERE HAS been
pressure in Congress on the
Federal Reserve Board to
increase its money growth

targets to as much as 10 per
cent a year, in hopes of
promoting a faster recovery
from recession.
Burns said the Federal
Reserve recognizes that
monetary policy "has an
important role to play in
maintaining a financial
environment that is
favorable to sustained
economic expansion." And
he said the board's money

growth targets support this
role.
Burns said the hoard is
following a course "that will
provide expansion In
supplies of money and
credit adequate to facilitate
further good recovery of
production and
employment, but not so
large as to rekindle the fires
of inflation."
IN ANOTHER economic
development, congressional

leaders who met with
President Ford yesterday
said he expressed
disappointment in the
slowness with which
Congress is approaching his
S28 billion tax cut-spending
reduction proposal.
They
said the
administration also is urging
quick approval by Congress
of Ford's request for $2.4
billion in aid for Israel and
S750 million for Egypt.

compromise between
Chamoun, who has long
urged army intervention to
halt the bloodshed, and
Karami. who has refused to
call in troops because of
Moslem fears that they were
pro-Christian.
THE PREMIER called in
his "'coordination
committee" of security
forces, politician! and
Palestinian guerrilla leaders
to atrange more guarantees
for the cease-fire.
Radio announcer Sharif
Akhawi promised that the
armed gangs who have ruled
Beirut streets would soon be
gone.
The city's 1.8 million
residents began to work to
undo the war damage
estimated at $4.5 billion in
the last seven months. The

total equals Lebanon's
entire anticipated gross
national product for 1475.
University student
volunteers wearing gauze
masks toured some areas in
trucks to pick up rotting
garbage strewn about the
streets for weeks. Others
spread lye to lessen the
stench.
HOSPITALS and drug
stores were reported short
of medical supplies. US,
Embassy officials said a
$500,000 shipment of
medical material was on its
way to be distributed by the

American University
hospital.
Lebanese Christians, who
constitute 40 per cent of
the population but have the
majority of the wealth and
political power, are fighting
to maintain their position
while the Lebanese Moslems
think their 60 per cent share
of the population entitles
them to more power and
wealth.
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SALE
REPACK WHEEL BEARINGS
TRUE FRONT AND REAR WHEELS
ADJUST FRONT AND REAR DERAILLEURS
ADJUST FRONT AND REAR BRAKES
REPACK HEADSET BEARINGS
REPACK CRANK BEARINGS

D./.s Shop, US W. Merry,
352-9157,

Sunshine Cyclery, Thurstin and Ridge,
352-8333
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i FRESHMAN

TRANSFERS!

NEW SCHOOL OF
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
B.A.C.

B.A. BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION

OPEN MEETING
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 5th

INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS
Rhetoric - Communication
Radio - TV - Film

ADVISING

.10"

JEANS AND SLACKS

999

PRINT SHIRTS AND RUGBY SHIRTS

12"

LINED NYLON JACKETS
'THE GREEK JACKET.'.
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SAVE NOW ON ALL
NEW WINTER STOCK

■
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..................................
as low

AUTHENTIC MESH GAME JERSEYS
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SWEATERS - SHIRTS - TIES - BELTS ■ SOX
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OUTERWEAR AND SPORT COATS

SHOES•
ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED

7:00 P.M.,
105 SOUTH HALL

Speech Pathology
Interdisciplinary
Specialized Programs

W. turn bach th« dock on
th* pricos.'
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Locks, hasps reduce vandalism
By Reekie King
Stall' Reporter
Broken doors and
shattered glass on vending
machines and the theft of
money and merchandise
inside
the automatic
servants on campus cost
Maumee Valley Vending
Co. a lot of money two
years ago.
But
vandalism has
diminished considerably
since then due to the use of
padlocks and hasps on the
machines, according to
James Agler, campus area
manager
for Maumee
Valley Vending Co.
"Two years ago about
30 machines were broken
into within one month,"
Alger said. So far this year,
only five glass fronts on the
machines have
been
broken.

placed on the machines in
certain trouble areas of the
campus. But occasionally a
door is broken on a
machine even with
padlocks on, Alger said.

about SI SO to replace, not
to mention the amount of
money and merchandise
taken, Alger said. 'The
initial break-in is for
money," he said.
Maumee Valley Vending
Co. has about 220

A BROKEN door costs

machines across campus.
The vending company
reduced the number of
machine this year in three
areas-Rodgers, Harshman
and Kreischer Quadsbecause "there was not
enough business to keep
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1 Clerical vestments
2 Stead
3 Visionary
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6 Nairobian's
neighbor

39 Sale snd sound
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43 Superiority

48 Decree
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facto
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33 Soon
34 Reptile, for
short
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pronoun

64 Start

37 Exclamation

46 "Peter Grimes,"
for one
47 Strength
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31 Summarize
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getting much," he added.
Of the five machines
vandalized this year, three
were cigarette machines,
while the other two

Manage
Dripping
Feather
Likely

66 Equal: Fr,
67 Improvise
69 Look-alike
things, proverbially
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61 Actress Ross
62 Direction

18 Bishop's
headweer
19 "Play
1"
20 Respite I from I
22 Beamed
24 Hc-.inlL.lv
26 Mutes
26 Virtuoso
30 Is adjacent to

ALGER NOTED that all
a culprit gets after he
breaks the glass is what is
in the front display. "The
potato chips have probably
been in there for quite a
long time, so they are not

Starting Kutc
$12.1

the machines there," Alger
said.
Spring quarter is the
prime time for vandalism
to the machines. "I do not
know whether the people
are hard up or what during
that time," Alger said.
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Call Collect

1-216-631-1557
2-IHOVnSF.RVICK
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MUST END THURS.
EVENINGS AT
7:30-9:30

~*m>~ CL3SSIFIED —o*«*c~
CAMPUS CALENDAR

NOT SINCE
LOVE STORY.

Howards
352-9951.

Wed.

nite.

Wednesday, November 5. 1975
We service; motorcycles,
auto's, trucks, mufflers.
Oishop Motors 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.

Concerned Stud, for City Gov't. meeting Rm. 210 U.
Hall, 8 p.m.
Circle K meeting Rm. 217 Ed. Bldg., 8 p.m.
Intramural gymnastics for
South gym. Women's Bldg.

women

7:30-9:30

PRESERVE CREDIBILITY!
Order
your '76
yearbook now. Call The
Key, 2-0086.

p.m.

Gay Union meeting Rm. 203 Hayes Hall, 8 p.m.
SENIORS!
It's picture
time. For senior picture
appointment call The Key,
372-0086.

BGSU Photo Club meeting Rm. 102 Life-Sci. Bldg., 7
p.m.
Active Christians Today Bible studies: 603 Clough St. 3
4 6 p.m.
The Way Biblical Research & Teaching Ministry
Fellowship meeting Faculty Lounge, Union, 8 p.m.

Ear piercing now at Klevers
Jewelers $7.50 includes
earrings.

Discussion Series Conference Rm„ Newman Center, 7
p.m.

Stop in at the Mad Artist's
Colony. Pots by dona.

Alpha Phi Omega; Nat'l Serv. Frat. meeting Rm. 104
B.A. Bldg., 8:30 p.m.

Biggest hamburg in town
big beef cheeseburg special
you tell us how to cook it.
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM.
1027 North Main St.

fc
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Fiction reading Commuter Center Lounge,
Hall, 9:15 p.m. Free & open to the public.

CINEMA II

Ride needed to O.U.. Fri„
11/7 return Sun. Share
exp. Karen, 352-7844.

EVENINGS AT
7:15-9:15

ttUJilli iiU U IvU 1
j*vj.r* CbiiUj*

Psychology pre-registration ft info, night sponsored by
Psi Chi Rm. 113 Psych. Bldg., 7:30 p.m. Open to all.
RIDES

NOW PLAYING

I

SERVICES OFFERED
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad and SENIOR
SPECIALS. Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster.
352-2142.
Medical College of Ohio
student available for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
Talk it over with someone
who cares about you.
E m pa-Emotional and
material pregnancy aid.
Mon. ft Frl. 1-3 p.m. Tues.,
Wed.. Thurs.. 6:30-9:30
p.m., 352-6236.
Alterations done my home,
480 Lehman Apt. 107. Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.

THURSDAY IS
STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION $1.25
WITH STUDENT I.D.

Moseley

Professional typing for any
and all assignments. Ph.
352-0224^

economical,
352-6011.

call

Tony,

Fm. to live in rm. ft bd.
exchange
for
It.
housekeeping ft some
babysitting Call after 4.
352-0885.

NOW - THE DEN'S 11th
anniversary sale everything
reduced alt week.

Female
rmmte. needed
own room inquire 402 E.
Court, after 6:30 p.m.

You no sooner swing a
lavalier and you sink a
pinning! Congrats Margi.
Love your Sisters.

Need f. rmmte. wtr. spr.
Haven House, 352-2749.

Alphs Sigs: Thanks for the
Buffalo! The Gamma Phi's.

2 f. needed, subl. W/S.
Cherry
Hill
Apt. Ph.
352-0491 after 5 p.m.

Remember, the Shirt Shack
is at the Sunshine Cyclery
(Ridge ft
Thurstin).
352-8333.

Need 1 f. roommate W&S.
Ph. 372-0151 ext. 220 or
352-6136.
1 f. rmt. needed wtr ./spring
qtr. to sublsa. apt. in
Campus Manor, call
352-6404.
Need
1.2. or 3
m.
roommates, 851 Napoleon
Rm. No.39, Cherry Hill.
1 or 2 t. rmt. needed *
block campus. 352-6473.

WANTED
PERSONALS
1 m. needed now. Close to
campus, Campus Manor.

Come to Angel Flight Info
Night and find out what
you might; November 12 is
the date. Hurry now, don't
hesitate: »t 7 p.m. in 259
Memorial
Hall. Come,
come, one and all!

Tacos

and

tequila

at

BELIEVE
IT
OR
NOT...The
Sunshine
Cyclery DOES have a
phone! 352-8333.
M.B.
She loves the
classifieds, but she hates
the want ads! M.B.

74 Duster, 318. automatic,
craigers,
snowti res,
tapedeck, bucket seats,
console, 352-5427.
Underwood
electric
typewriter ec. cond. $70.
352-8215.
1971 Ply Cricket new steel
belted radials. 23 mpg,
352-5798.
'/'O Chev. Nova new paint,
rebuilt engine, custom
wheels. Rich, 2-4444.
'66 Delta 88. Just tuned. In
very good condition.
Running. Will begin debate
at $250. Call
Dave,
372-3458.
'71
Suzuki
T 500
w/Windjammer ft Bates
top. box. $1000. '64
Honda 90CC model C200
only 1600 miles. $250.
372-3280.
71
Firebird
automatic
350U8 good rubber, Call
372-5044.
68 MGB 71 engine new
brake, muffler, clutch
system; 10 speed Schwinn
S. Sport $90. Apt. No.71
Stadium View: 352-3767.
Realistic receiver STA220
120 watts RMS $350 or
best offer. Brand new. '66
Volvo 1800S. Many new
parts. $1350. 352-1639.
FOR RENT
1
dr.
ft
eff.
downtown; clean,
352-7197.

apts.
quiet.

Efficiency available Jan. 1,
319
Thurstin
Manor
352-3161. 160/mo. 2 or
more.
Students room for man 3
blocks
from campus.
Private ent. kitchen,
available winter quarter.
352-8043.
Efficiency available Nov. 1.
Thurstin Manor, 352-5435.

FOR SALE
1972
Norton
750CC
Combat fair shape, 1975
Monte Carlo loaded, best
offer. 352-5753. 8:30-4:30
wkdays.

Single room for male
student. Near campus wtr.
ft spr. qtrs. Pn. 352 7365.
Sublease apt. at Greenview.
75/mo.
Own
room.
352-6136.
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newsnotes
Plea change
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (AP) - Lynette Ftomme said
yesterday she wanted to change her plea from innocent
to no contest on a charge of attempting to murder
President Ford.
After her announcement VS. District Court Judge
Thomas MacBride summoned Fromme and her attorney
into a conference to discuss the development.
"Your honor, these people cannot judge me. They can
only judge themselves." Fromme told MacBride as jury
selection was scheduled to begin.

Chou ill
TOKYO (AP) - Recent events suggest Premier Chou
En-lai won't be able to meet President Ford on his
upcoming China visit.
The VS. leader apparently will deal instead with Teng
Hsiao-ping, 71, once a political pariah and now Chou's
heir apparent.
The ailing Chou. 77, has been confined to a hospital
room since the spring of 1974 with heart disease.

Frying Club plots Bob
O'hiver. airport manager,
and Steve Sharp, flight
instructor, guide their
aircraft into tight
formation over the
University. (Newsphoto by
Dan Feicht)

Refugees home
BANGKOK. Thailand (AP)-A ship carrying more
than 1,500 South Vietnamese refugees who wanted to
go home has docked at a port in South Vietnam after a
two-week voyage from Guam. Radio Hanoi announced
yesterday.
The broadcast did not say at which port the Thuong
Tin, a former South Vietnamese merchant ship, docked
or what would happen to the refugees, who were
evacuated by the United States during the collapse of
the anti-Communist South Vietnamese regime.
The Communist government at first refused to accept
the refugees, saying their being sent home was an
"American trick" and a violation of South Vietnamese
sovereignty. But Saigon changed its position after the
ship left Guam on Oct. 16.

Solution
NEW YORK (AP) - Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
suggested yesterday that to solve the Palestinian problem
a separate slate be created consisting of the Western
bank of the Jordan river, the Gaza strip and a corridor
between them.
Emphasizing that he was speaking only for himself,
Sadat said in an interview on the NBC "Today" show
that he did not know what the reaction of the
Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) would be to
the idea.
'They may refuse it. it is for them to decide,"he said,
"but I think it would be a very good solution."
Sadat said the United States had a key role to p/ay jn
any solution "because you have special relations witn
Isiael. You provide Israel wilh everything and they w^ll
not hear from anyone in the world except you."

Flying club wins six trophies
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
The University Flying Club brought home six trophies
over the weekend from the region 10 National
Intercollegiate Flying Association Air Meet in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
The team placed fourth in the power-off and power-on
landing events, third in computer flight competition and
second in the flight simulation and pre-flight contests.
In addition, one team member, Ray Heydc, won second
place in overall pilot ratings.
Because of his high rating. Heydc may qualify to
compete in the national meet this April In Florida,
according to the club's advisor. Dr. Joyce Statz. assistant
professor of computer science.
Although the team won more trophies than the other
seven competing schools, it did not qualify to compete in
the national events.
'THE NUMBER of trophies we received didn't help us
much in the overall slandrngs-Jiecaase they weic mostly
third and fourth place awards," Dr. Statz said
Western Michigan University and the University of

Michigan, which finished first and second respectively, are
the only Region 10 teams eligible to compete nationally.
According to Dr. Statz, rainy weather played an
important role in each team's performance.
"It wasn't dangerous, but it required very skillful pilots
not to run into each other. The weather hurt one group just
as much as the other. Good pilots were still good, but they
had to compete with the weather as well as with each
other," she explained.
DR. STATZ said that she was surprised at the type of
people who were competing in the meet.
"I expected a lot of hot-shots, but it wasn't that way at
all. Many of the people had little experience and some of
them were student pilots," she said.
Dr. Statz said that the 30-membcr club is interested in
getting as many people involved in aviation as possible.

or* proud to announce
thoir SWEETHEART
for 1975 -76
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"FOR EXAMPLE there was an aircraft recognition event
in which contestants were shown slides and asked to
identify the type of aircraft that was pictured," she said.
Dr. Statz said that persons interested in becoming pilots>
are eligible for reduced flight training rates through the
club.
The club will hold a meeting at 7:30 tonight in 303
Moseley Hall. Anyone interested in aviation is invited to
attend.

"THE NOTION that flying is a man's world is simply not
true. Women should not be discouraged from becoming
involved." she said.
Dr. Statz noted that two of ttte thief Judges at the meet
were female and that the winners in the two main events,
the power-off and power-on contests, were both women.

Tho Brothmr% of

SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON

Membership in the club also is not restricted to people
who want to be pilots, according to Dr. Statz.
"Half of the events in the meet were involved with
aviation but did not require you to fly a plane.

The BG News will soon have two staff
photographer positions open. Persons
interested in working at these positions
should come to the News offices, 106
University Hall, at 1 p.m. or 3 p.m. Friday
and talk to Dan Feicht. Otherwise, contact "J
Feicht at 372-2003 by Nov. 12.
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COUNT TOWARD HUMANITIES REQUIREMENT

HOWDY POD'NERS!

$ WEDNESDAY IS $

Tickets - S4.b075.50 /6.50on salt it Union Ticket
Office. B.G.Studants
$1.00 off but you mutt
buy your tickets by Friday.

DOLLAR DAY
******** !<*************

ANNOUNCES THE
Tuesday and Wednesday night
Coke Special
Quart Cokes 40c

352-5221
30 MINUTE DELIVERY

WED. NITE
8 p.m.

LATIN LITERATURE
IN ENGLISH (4)
12MTRF

^^FMm'

DOMINO'S PIZZA

TACO'S

GREAT ROMAN MINDS (4)
12MTRF

^^m fid

VJ,

Only ono show
DON'T BE
TURNED AWAY...
ORDER tODAYl

Miss Kathy Mathis

FICTION AS
INFLUENCED BY FILM (4)
2MTR

1616 E. WOOSTER

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER /KN
Enjoy Roy'i Famous Roast Beef Sandwich:
Tender, juicy roast round of beef sliced
thin and stacked high on a sesame seed
bun, on a platter with cowboy fries and
crisp cole slaw.

$1.00
Reg. SI.54

300 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN

2741 WOODVIILE RD.
TOLEDO

HOWARD'S
The Domino People are Pizza Peopje^ period^

Good only
November 5

t
BB
FAMILY
RESTAURANT

Saddle UP for

Roy Rogers

Family Restaurant.
Yer dern tootin'

Tankers win relays

Dan GarfieJd

Big play needed

By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
Welcome to the fifth
annual Bowling Green
Invitational Relays.
Compete if you wish, but
don't expect to finish any
higher than second place if
you're swimming against
Bowling Green.
Central Michigan. Miami
University, Ohio State and
Western Michigan should
have been given fair warning
before they showed up for
Saturday's relays at the
Natatorium.
THE BG
TANKERS.
coached by Jean Campbell,
racked up 168 points to
notch a decisive victory over
runner-up Ohio State with
96 points. Miami scored 76
points for third place.
BG's diving showed
considerable improvement
as MiSue Finke garnered
first place in both required
diving with 137.1 points
and optional diving with

By Din Girfield
Aststanl Sports Editor
One of (he philosophies set down at the beginning of the
year by the Falcon gridders was to be a big play team.
Throughout the fill, head coach Don Nehien preached
the belief the BO football squad should show the fans more
exciting football.
In the Brigham Young contest which opened the season,
the Falcons reeled off five big plays. Such heroics included
a 72-yard pass from quarterback Mark Miller to tailback
Dave Preslon. a 71-yard run by Preston, a 54-yard pass
interception by Tom Spann and two SO-plus-yard runs by
Dan Salecl, giving BG a 23-21 upset win over the Cougars.
SINCE THAT first game BG only has been able to come
up with Iwo other "big plays." A 71-yard run by Preston in
the Daylon game and a 55-yard punt return by Jeff Groth
against Kent State at Cleveland Stadium are all (hat BG can
claim to support its intended philosophy.
However, to make matters worse, BG has not even
attempted to make a big play in the last two contests. If
you call the razzle-dazzle play BG used shortly before the
first half against Ball State Saturday a big play, it was
hardly that.
Miller pitched to Preston in what appeared to be an end
sweep. Preston then handed off to wingback Steve Kuehl.
although Kuchl seemed confused as to which side he should
have received the hand-off.
Adding to the circus play, Kuehl flipped the ball back to
Miller, who, overlooking a wide-open Dave Dudley
downficld. threw a lob pass to Dan Saleet for an
outstanding gain of six yards.
If that booby prize is any indication of what other teams
are to expect in the last three games, BG should abandon its
big play philosophy and work on something it can handle.
IN THE SECOND half of the Ball State game, BG only
pissed when it had to-in desperation. Miami does that, too,
but the Redskins have not been in many desperate games
this year.
Without the big play. BG just plays boring football. BG
came out rosey this year with a plethora of exciting plays,
but it seems as though they are back to the old-Preston to
the right, Preston to the left, a desperation pass and punt.
That seems to be the strategy the last two weeks.
The Falcons did not attempt any big play or fancy
strategy against Miami. I think, with an option pass, or
something similar, Miami would have been caught with its
pants down. The Redskin pass defense is terrible. A
last-place ranking in the league this week is evidence of
that.
Ball State is a team that is physically smaller than BG.
Many expected, as did the coaching staff, that the Falcons
could run the ball right down their throats. That strategy
worked for the first half, but you rarely win games in the
first 30 minutes.
Looking back at last year, BG played one of the most
cilm and collective games I have seen in four years when it
destroyed Southern Mississippi, 38-20, in Mobile, Ala.
MANY FANS did not get the opportunity to see that
contest. Only 3,500 fans were on hand, but BG came out
filled with emotion because of coach Carlos Jackson's death
and combined all the mastery of a Nehien ground game
with a superb passing show and no-mistake defense. It was a
fine college game.
Why can't that performance be equaled. Right now. the
Falcons need that type of inspiration in order to break a
two-game losing string and reach a 9-2 record.
The Falcons should continue with their big play
philosophy, but let's see a little more action instead of
words.

9

Greene is 'mean
CINCINNATI
(AP) - Cincinnati Bengals
guard D.ive Lapham has
discovered the hard way
why they not only call Joe
Greene "Mean", but also
"all-pro."
"Greene is super."
Lapham said ot the
Pittsburgh Steeler defensive
lineman. "He weighs 270
pounds but he's like a
halfback lie does the same
things everybody else does
but he does it so much
better."
"I LEARNED one thing
playing against him: why
he's til-pro."
Lapham. in his Kcond

IM notes
The Women's Recreation
Association is looking for
any woman interested in
becoming a dormitory or
soionty representative to
help with publicity. Those
interested should sign-up in
the Intramural Office. 201
Women's Building.

year in the National
Football League, said he
felt he had given a good
accounting of himself
against the Steelers' strong
man.
"I guess I did all right."
Ijpliam said. "The score
would have been a lot
worse if I hadn't."
THE STEELERS won.
30-24. Sunday to knot the
NFL's American
Conference Central
Division race into a
three-way tic between the
Bengals, the Steelers and
Huston.
The Steelers held
Cincinnati's running game
to 69 yards, although the
Bengals, who attacked
primarily through the air.
ran the ball only 20 times
while passing 43 times for
331 yards.
"Greene and L.C.
Greenwood were
switching." said the
b-foot-r lineman from
Syracuse. 'They really had
me messed up.

M.B.A. RECRUITMENT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

The program includes the M.B.A.. M.S. in Accounting,
joint program with Law, M.P.A. in Medii Administration
and the Ph.D. program.
For further information, inquire it the Placement or
Career Counseling Office on campus.

ONLY TWICE during the
relays did it look like the
Falcons might finish second.
Ohio Stale pulled ahead on
the 200-yard fly. but BG's
combination of Gail Sailer.
Janice Meschke. Susie Baggs
and Betsy Fisher foiled any
plans the Buckeyes had of
placing first as they finished
the relay in 1:57.8.
Ohio State was not
discouraged, however, and
seemed to have the upper
hand during the 300
backstroke. Cheryl Dick's
50-yard sprint won the
backstroke for BG. Judy
Moulton. MiSue Finke and
Lee Wallington also swam
the backstroke.
Other relays and
participants were: 200-yard
medley-Parkie Thompson,
Donna Rosenbauer, Sailer.

Becky Siesky (1:57.8);
200-yard free--Diane
Coppersmith. Cindy
Sargent. Lee Wallington.
Betsy Fisher (1:45.6);
400-yard intermedley-Cathy Witkowski. Siesky,
Rosenbauer. Barb McKee
(4:25.0): 200-yard
back-Cheryl Dick. Sargent.
McKee. Wallington (2:00.8);
200-yard breast-Witkowski,
Siesky, Mary Beth Thamen.
Maria Mercer (2:20.5).
800-YARD FREE-Cheryl Kimball. Dian Wian, Bev
Voss. Fisher (8:42.4);
400-yard fly-breast —
Thamen. Coppersmith,
Witkowski, Baggs (4:48.4);
400-yard medley-Thompson, Rosenbauer. McKee,
Siesky (4:18.4): 400-yard
free-Fisher. Wian.
Wallington. Sargent
(3:53.0);and crescendo (50,
100. 150. 150. 100, 50,
25)--Sailer, Rosenbauer.
Voss. Kimball. Wallington.
Dick and Mercer (6:14.5).

The BG New£*
»

PORTS

Strain shows on Becky Siesky \ face as she dives off the platform
for a freestyle relay in Saturday's BG relays. BG grabbed first
place in all 14 relays. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan I
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Falcon icers brace for opener
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
Following four
strenuous weeks of
workouts and four
full-scale scriiniuagev the
Filcon hockey squad is
making final preparations
for this weekend's season
opening series with Like
Forest.
The two-game set will be
played at the Ice Arena and
will open I home stand
that includes 15 of the
Falcons' first 18 games of a
31-game schedule. Starting
t lines fot Fiiday and
Saturday night's contests is
7 30 p.m.
The Falcons have
scrimmaged at Notre Dime
and hosted St. Clair
College, the University of
Michigan and Kent Stale in
the last three weeks.
COACH RON MASON
who is beginning his third
season at the skaters'
coaching helm, said the
scrimmages basically were
designed "to determine
individual talent."
"We as coaches have to
rate these guys." Mason
said "We have lo find out
who is doing better than
someone else and who
plays well together."
Mason said that the
scrimmage with Michigan, a
recognized Midwest hockey
powerhouse, brought out
the best in his young
squad.
"That scrimmage
(Michigan) gave us the best

Douglass. Ron LozOfl and
Ken Morrow, sophomores
Tom Thomas and John
Mavity, junior Duffy Smith
and senior captain Kevin
MacDonald.
Even though the Falcons
sport a young defensive
contingent. Mason said that
inexperience is not his
main concern with the
defensive corps.
"The main thing is
whether our hurt men can
come back after being out
almost an entire season,"
he said. "It's getting their
tuning back and it could
lake a few games to do
that.
THE BG COACH was
referring to the injuries
that claimed the services of
MacDonald. Smith and
Mavity lasi season for a
total of 70 games.
Among the top four
forward lines named by
Mason for the Lake Forest
series include: freshman
Paul Titanic and junioi
Jack Inline (wingers) and

assessment of our players."
he said. "It also pointed
out where we had to
improve from a team
standpoint."
KENT STATE .still a
club hockey squad,
provided BG with their
final t ii n c u p last
Wednesday. Mason thought
that scrimmage served two
purposes.
"Kent was the worst of
the four teams we
scrimmaged," Mason said,
"hut we wanted to see
Where their program was at
now. And anytime you can
scrimmage against another
school ii serves a useful
purpose."
The Falcon mentor
emphasized that the
skaters' refinement of
fundamentals, such as
passing and stick handling,
is progressing very well.
"We have been working
a lot on oui passing and it
has finally come together,"
he said. "But until last
week I was worried about
the passing.

Four of the finest tennis
players of their day will
match serves in three days
of tennis competition staged
Friday through Sunday at
the University of Toledo
Field House.
Frank Parker. Pancho
Segura, Frank Sedgman and
Vic Seixas will provide the

ndBtor

I DOUG KERSHAW 1
AND SOME FRIENDS

An examination of aesthetic Issues pertaining to artistic oro.it in,;, the work of art, and
• !ie aesthetic response through the use of
slides, musical and literary examples.
DETAILS 221 SHATZEL ■ 372-2117

action at a special price for
students. Tickets for the
three days of tennis are $12
for students and $ 1-5 for
faculty and administrator.
Benefits wdl go to the
Boys' Club of Toledo. Call
Jim Ladd at the Office of
Development (372-2702),
for more information.

assists

for 38

• • •
Mason and tri-captain
MacDonald will answer
questions at 7 p.m. today
from persons calling station
WAWR-FM (93.5). Mason
also will comment on the
upcoming season.
Questions can be phoned in
by calling 352-8411.

"33,300,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
S33.500.OO0 uncijimi'ii M-IV>IC»ISIIII>'. g>«ii|fellowships ranging tiom S50 i<> S'OOOO Ci
these sources fesearchec! and compiled as ut Sept IS 1975
OVH

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Mjssjchmeus Ave , Los Angeles. CA 900.'5
I am enclosing S9 9bptu^ SI 00 toi postage .m1 handling

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Addiess^

Otv

-State.

ICIIIIOMM.

'cvdrnt- pifdsv arid G'V

-Z.|>__

MIU
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1 - ALL SEATS - '1
NOW PLAYING

'SIDE-SPLITTING SPECTACLE. IT LOOKS
TERRIFIC. 'LOVE AND DEATH' IS GRAND
WOODY ALLEN.'
-VINCENT CANBY
THE COMEDY SENSATION OF THE YEAR!

PRE6MAHT PLANTS \\

8:00 Monday, November 10
Sludent I'nion Auditorium
Tickets $3.50
A \ A11. ABLE A T FINDERS
H M.t.x.tUXM.I.».«.K.UJLUJULIJLt UX t.tXtXXJJjS

PHIL 204 AESTHETICS section 3468 (Cormier)

Bob Dobek. the most
proficient goal scorer in BG

and 21
points.

you-yes, EVEN

\ UNIV. OF TOLEDO

An examination ot principles upon which
moral derisions are based .*nd applied to
such problenit as war, abortion, freedom,
civil disobedience and reverse discrimination.

• • •

GREENHOUSE HAS
HUNDREDS OF
KEEN THIMSS
JUST FOR

The Ragin' Cajun'

PHIL 202 ETHICS

SAVES - The Falcons'
preseason has remained
relatively injury-free.
Bruce Woodhouse is out
for an indefinite period
following a dislocated
shoulder suffered during
the Michigan scrimmage
Meanwhile. Wells missed
last week's workouts and
the Kent and intra squad
scrimmages with what
Mason termed "as
mononuclcosis not being in
an active state."

hockey history,
is
continuing his scoring
rampage with the touring
U.S. Olympic team.
Dohek has taken up
where he left off the last
three seasons when he led
the Falcons in scoring.
Following the weekend's
two-game split at the
Univeisity of Michigan.
Dobek leads the 17-6
Olympians with 17 goals

EVENINGS AT 7:30-9:15

pnm «i» rrriTi nrYTriYlTl JTiTmnmrrrrrK

PHIL 101 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY

sophomore center Mike
liartman; tri-captain Rich
Nagai and senior Tom
Esper (wings) and freshman
point man Tom Newton; an
all-sophomore line of wings
Byron Shutt and Steve
Murphy and center and
u i-captain Dave Easton and
a freshmen line of wings
John Markell and Bruce
Newton and center Mark
Wells.

Tennis matches

"THE PLAY systems
and penalty killing are the
type of things we have to
refine and make sure we
perform well," Mason
explained.
Although his top four
offensive lines are set for
the opening lace-off Friday
night. Mason said his
defensive paiiings are still
up in the air.
He will select his lines
from freshmen Steve

A discussion of the problem* of existence
of Cod, mind-body, origin And validity of
knowledge, and freedom and determinism.

The School of Management of Syracuse University,
Syracuse. New York, will be interviewing interetted
applicants for the Graduate Program on 11/17/75
9 a.m.4:30 p.m.

I 34.94 points. Mary
Hietman joined Finke on
the required dives, while Pat
Stiger teamed up with Finke
on the optionals

WE'R£ AT 102.6 N. MAIN
STOP OUT FOR f\ VISIT.'

PHIL 205 LOGIC (LOGICAL THINKING)
A skills course in logic and logical thinking.
How to recognize fallacies, how to test arguments
for validity, how to build proof*., how logic and
language are related--individualized instruction
provided.
PHIL 207 MAN AND SOCIETY
The concepts of freedom, authority, law, and the
state, are examined to determine the nature of
"the Individual" jnd "society" and the relationship
that should exi-ir between them. Topics: violence,
legal ana -ooral ngnts, punishment, justice, ate.
PHIL 230 THE LOGIC OF SCIENCE section 3476 (Bridie)
An exaninjtion ol contemporary views of the nature
of science. Topice Include: the relation of
science and art. the logic of theories, theory
testing, nature of scientific concepts.

PHILOSOPHY COURSES SATISFY HUMANITIES REQUIREMENTS IN ALL COLLEGES

WOODY DIANE
ALLEN KEATON
"LOVE
and DEATH"
A JACK R0UINS -CHARLES H JOFFE PRODUCTION
ftooocrth CHARLES H J0EFE w.i» j~l Owtiw t* WOODY ALLEN

